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Searching knowledge of objects using Wikipedia is one 
of the hottest topics in the field of knowledge search. In 
Wikipedia, the knowledge of an object is gathered in a 
single page updated constantly by a number of volunteers. 
Wikipedia also covers objects in a number of categories, 
such as people, science, geography, politic, and history. 
Therefore, searching Wikipedia is usually a better choice 
for a user to obtain knowledge of a single object than typi-
cal search engines.A user also might desire to discover 
a relationship between two objects. For example, a user 
might desire to know which countries are strongly related 
to petroleum, or to know why one country has a stronger 
relationship to petroleum than another country. Typical 
keyword search engines can neither measure nor explain 
the strength of a relationship. The main issue for measur-
ing relationships arises from the fact that two kinds of 
relationships exist: “explicit relationships” and “implicit 
relationships.” In Wikipedia, an explicit relationship is 
represented by a link. For example, an explicit relation-
ship between petroleum and Gulf of Mexico might be 
represented by a link from page “Petroleum” to page 
“Gulf of Mexico.” A user could understand its meaning 
by reading the text “Oil filed in Gulf of Mexico is a major 
petroleum producer” surrounding the anchor text “Gulf of 
Mexico” on page “Petroleum.” An implicit relationship 
is represented by multiple links and pages. For example, 
an implicit relationship between petroleum and the USA 
might be represented by links and pages depicted in Fig. 
1. For an implicit relationship between two objects, the 
objects, except the two objects, constituting the relation-
ship is named elucidatory objects because such objects 
enable us to explain the relationship. For the example de-
scribed above, “Gulf of Mexico” is one of the elucidatory 
objects. The user can understand an explicit relationship 
between two objects easily by reading the pages for the 
two objects in Wikipedia. By contrast, it is difficult for the 
user to discover an implicit relationship and elucidatory 
objects without investigating a number of pages and links. 
Therefore, it is an interesting problem to measure and ex-
plain the strength of an implicit relationship between two 
objects in Wikipedia.

Abstract: 

We focus on measuring relationships between pairs of 
objects in Wikipedia whose pages can be regarded as 
individual objects. Two kinds of relationships between 
two objects exist: in Wikipedia, an explicit relationship 
is represented by a single link between the two pages for 
the objects, and an implicit relationship is represented 
by a link structure containing the two pages. Some of 
the previously proposed methods for measuring relation-
ships are cohesion-based methods, which underestimate 
objects having high degrees, although such objects could 
be important in constituting relationships in Wikipedia. 
The other methods are inadequate for measuring im-
plicit relationships because they use only one or two of 
the following three important factors: distance, connec-
tivity, and co-citation. We propose a new method using 
a generalized maximum flow which reflects all the three 
factors and does not underestimate objects having high 
degree. We confirm through experiments that our method 
can measure the strength of a relationship more appropri-
ately than these previously proposed methods do. Another 
remarkable aspect of our method is mining elucidatory 
objects, that is, objects constituting a relationship. We ex-
plain that mining elucidatory objects would open a novel 
way to deeply understand a relationship.
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1.INTRODUCTION:
1.1.Purpose:

Searching webpages containing a keyword has grown in 
this decade, while knowledge search has recently been 
researched to obtain knowledge of a single object and 
relationships between multiple objects, such as humans, 
places or events.
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1.3.1 Definitions:
    
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1.A detailed and methodical survey of related work  for 
measuring relationships or similarities 
2.A new method using generalized maximum flow for 
measuring the strength of a relationship between two ob-
jects on Wikipedia, which reflects the three concepts: dis-
tance, connectivity, and cocitation
3.Experiments on Wikipedia showing that our method is 
the most appropriate one 
4.Case studies of mining elucidatory objects for deeply 
understanding a relationship 

System Model:

2.RELATED WORK:

We aim to measure implicit relationships between two 
objects on the Wikipedia information network. Although 
relationship is a more general concept than similarity, we 
discuss existing methods for measuring either relation-
ships or similarities, in this section.

2.1 Distance, Connectivity, Cocitation:

The Erdo¨s number [10] used by mathematicians is based 
on distance and coauthorships. The legendary mathema-
tician Paul Erdo¨s has a number 0, and the people who 
cowrote a paper with Erdo¨s have a number 1; the people 
who cowrote a paper with a person with a number 1 have 
a number 2, and so on. The Erdo¨s number is the distance, 
or the length of the shortest path, from a person to Erdo¨ 
s on an information network whose edge represents coau-
thorship; a shorter path represents a stronger relationship. 
However, the Erdo¨s number is inadequate to represent 
the implicit relationship between a person and Erdo¨s be-
cause the number does not estimate the connectivity be-
tween them.

1.2.Scope:
   
Several methods have been proposed for measuring the 
strength of a relationship between two objects on an in-
formation network (V ;E) a directed graph where V is a 
set of objects; an edge (u; v) 2 E exists if and only if ob-
ject u 2 V has an explicit relationship to v 2 V . We can 
define a Wikipedia information network whose vertices 
are pages ofWikipedia and whose edges are links between 
pages. Previously proposed methods then can be applied 
to Wikipedia by using a Wikipedia information network. 
A concept “cohesion,” exists for measuring the strength 
of an implicit relationship. 

CFEC proposed by Koren et al. [1] andPFIBF proposed 
by Nakayama et al. [2], [3] are based on cohesion. We do 
not adopt the idea of cohesion based methods, because 
they always punish objects having high degrees although 
such objects could be important to some relationships in 
Wikipedia, as we will explain in Section 2.2.Other previ-
ously proposed methods use only one or two of the three 
representative concepts for measuring a relationship: dis-
tance, connectivity, and cogitation, although all the con-
cepts are important factors for implicit relationships. Us-
ing all the three concepts together would be appropriate 
for measuring an implicit relationship and mining eluci-
datory objects.

1.3Motivation;

We propose a new method for measuring a relationship on 
Wikipedia by reflecting all the three concepts: distance, 
connectivity, and cocitation. We measure relationships 
rather than similarities. As discussed in [4], relationship 
is a more general concept than similarity. For example, it 
is hard to say petroleum is similar to USA, but a relation-
ship exists between petroleum and the USA. Our method 
uses a “generalized maximum flow” [5], [6] on an infor-
mation network to compute the strength of a relationship 
from object s to object t using the value of the flow whose 
source is s and destination is t. It introduces a gain for 
every edge on the network. The value of a flow sent along 
an edge is multiplied by the gain of the edge. Assignment 
of the gain to each edge is important for measuring a rela-
tionship using a generalized maximum flow. We propose 
a heuristic gain function utilizing the category structure 
in Wikipedia. We confirm through experiments that the 
gain function is sufficient to measure relationships appro-
priately.
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2.2 Cohesion:

In the field of social network analysis, cohesion-based 
methods are known to measure the strength of a rela-
tionship by counting all paths between two objects. The 
original cohesion was proposed by Hubbell [17], Katz 
[18], Wasserman and K. Faust [19]. It has a property that 
its value greatly increases if a popular object, an object 
linked from or to many objects, exists. As pointed out in 
other researches [20], [1], [2], this property is a defect 
for measuring the strength of a relationship. Several cohe-
sion-based methods, such as PFIBF and CFEC explained 
below, were proposed to dissolve this property.

Nakayama et al. [3], [2] proposed a cohesion-based meth-
od named PFIBF. Instead of enumerating all paths, PFIBF 
approximately counts paths whose length is at most k > 0 
using the kth power of the adjacency matrix of an infor-
mation network. However, in the kth power of the ma-
trix, a path containing a cycle whose length is at most k 1 
would appear. PFIBF cannot distinguish a path containing 
a cycle from a path containing no cycle. For example, if k 
> or = 3 and two edges (u, v) and (u, v) exist, then PFIBF 
counts both path (u; v) and path (u; v; u; v) containing a 
cycle (u; v; u). Consequently, PFIBF has a property that it 
estimates a single path, e.g., (u; v) in the above example, 
for multiple times. The length of a cycle is at least two. 
No path containing a cycle appears if k < or = 2. In fact, 
PFIBF usually sets k = 2. 

Therefore, PFIBF is inappropriate for measuring a 3-hop 
implicit relationship. However, a number of 3-hop im-
plicit relationships exist in Wikipedia. The “Effective 
Conductance” (EC) proposed by Doyle and Snell [21] is a 
cohesion-based method also. EC has the same drawback 
as PFIBF: it counts a path containing a cycle redundantly. 
Koren et al. [1] proposed cycle-free effective conductance 
(CFEC) based on EC by solving this drawback. For a posi-
tive integer k, CFEC enumerates only the k-shortest paths 
between s and t, instead of computing all paths. CFEC 
does not use a path containing a cycle, although it cannot 
count all paths.

2.2.1 Popular Objects in Wikipedia:

PFIBF and CFEC underestimate a popular object. CFEC 
defines the weight of path p=(s= v1, v2, . .vt =t) from s 
to t as 

The hitting time [11], [12] from vertex s to vertex t is 
defined as the expected number of steps in a random walk 
starting from s before t is visited for the first time. Actually, 
the hitting time from s to t in a network represents the av-
erage length of all the paths connecting s and t. Sarkar and 
Moore [12] proposed “Truncated Hitting Time” (THT) to 
compute the average length of paths connecting two ver-
tices whose length are at most Lmax only. A smaller dis-
tance represents a larger similarity. THT does not estimate 
the connectivity between two vertices. For example, sup-
pose only m 1 vertex disjoint paths of length k connect s 
to t. THT computes the distance from s to t to be k for any 
m is greater than or equal to 1. The connectivity [5], more 
precisely the vertex connectivity, from vertex s to vertex 
t on a network is the minimum number of vertices such 
that no path exists from s to t if the vertices are removed. 
s has a strong relationship to t if the connectivity from s to 
t is large. The connectivity from s to t is equal to the value 
of a maximum flow from s to t, where every edge and 
vertex has capacity 1. However, the distance cannot be 
estimated by the maximum flow because the amount of a 
flow along a path is independent of the path length. Lu et 
al. [13] proposed a method for computing the strength of 
a relationship using a maximum flow. They tried to esti-
mate the distance between two objects using a maximum 
flow by setting edge capacities. However, the value of a 
maximum flow does not necessarily decrease by setting 
only capacities even if the distance becomes larger. 

Therefore, their method cannot estimate the distance suc-
cessfully by the value of the maximum flow. Instead of 
setting capacities, we use a generalized maximum flow by 
setting every gain to a value less than one. Therefore, the 
value of a maximum flow in our method decreases if the 
distance becomes longer. co-citation-based methods in 
this paper. Milne and Witten [15] also proposed methods 
measuring relationships between objects in Wikipedia us-
ing Wikipedia links based on cocitation. Cocitation-based 
methods cannot deal with a typical implicit relationship, 
such as “person w is regarded as a friend by person v who 
is regarded as a friend by person u.” This relationship is 
represented by the path formed by two edges ðu; vÞ and 
ðv; wÞ. In contrast, cocitationbased methods can deal 
with two edges going into the same vertex, such as edges 
ðu; vÞ and ðw; vÞ. Therefore, cocitationbased methods 
are inadequate for measuring an implicit relationship. 
Furthermore, cocitation-based methods cannot deal with 
3-hop implicit relationships defined in Section 1 because 
these methods estimate only relationships represented by 
paths formed by two edges, as explained above.
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Let generalized network G =( V, E, s, t, µ,ɣ) be informa-
tion network (V,E) with the source s belongs to V , the 
destination t belongs to V , the capacity , and the gain 
ɣ. Fig. 4 depicts an example of a generalized maximum 
flow on a generalized network. One unit of flow is sent 
from the source s to v1, i.e., f(s; v1) = 1, the amount of 
the flow is multiplied by ɣ (s; v1) when the flow arrives 
at v1. Consequently, only 0.8 units arrive at v1. In this 
way, only 0.512 units arrive at the destination t. The ca-
pacity constraint for edge e = (u, v) must hold before the 
gain is multiplied. F(s; v1) = 1 ≤ µ(s, v1) must hold, for 
example.

We discuss the cocitation at last. A flow emanates from 
the source into the destination, and therefore the flow sel-
dom uses an edge whose direction is opposite that from 
the source to the destination. On the other hand, we re-
quire use of both directions to estimate the cocitation of 
two objects. We consider the relationship between two 
objects s and t in the network presented in Fig. 5a. Object 
u is cocited by s and t. This cocitation is represented by 
two edges (s; u) and (t; u).

Fig. 2 depicts two networks and all the paths between s 
and t. For simplicity, let the weight of every edge be one. 
The wsum of each vertex is written in the rectangle near 
the vertex. The weight of each path is presented at the 
right side of the path Let us consider the implicit relation-
ship between the “Rice” and “Koizumi” depicted in Fig. 
3. Bush was the President of the USA, and Rice worked 
under the administration of Bush. Koizumi and Olmert 
were the prime ministers of Japan and Israel, respectively. 
The numbers of objects linked from or linking to “Bush” 
and “Olmert” are 1,265 and 289, respectively, in Wikipe-
dia.

3 METHOD FOR MEASURING RELATION-
SHIPS USING GENERALIZED FLOW:

Here we  propose a generalized maximum flow-based 
method which reflects all the three concepts and does not 
underestimates popular objects, in order to measure rela-
tionships on Wikipedia appropriately.

3.1 Generalized Maximum Flow:

The generalized maximum flow problem is identical to 
the classical maximum flow problem except that every 
edge e has a gain ɣ(e) > 0; the value of a flow sent along 
edge e is multiplied by ɣ(e). Let f(e) ≥ 0 be the flow f on 
edge e, and µ(e)≥ 0 be the capacity of edge e. The capac-
ity constraint f(e) ≤ µ(e) must hold for every edge e. The 
goal of the problem is to send a flow emanating from the 
source vertex s into the destination vertex t to the greatest 
extent possible, subject to the capacity constraints. 
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a real number in parentheses is the score. Similarly, the 
ranking and the strength obtained by our method, GSD, 
PFIBF, the four methods of CFEC and THT, are written 
in the column “Ours,” “GSD,” “PFIBF,” “CFEC,” and 
“THT,” respectively. “k hop” written behind the name of 
a method indicates that the method measures a relation-
ship between source s and destination t on the network 
constructed using at most k hop links from s and t. Note 
that, GSD and THT use a smaller real number to represent 
a stronger relationship. 

The shadowed cells for each method emphasize the dif-
ference between the ranking obtained by human subjects 
and that obtained by the method. Fig. 6 depicts the ratio 
r@deg of vertices having degree deg within each range in 
the 1,000 shortest paths used by CFEC to measure each 
of the four relationships whose source is “Koizumi.” The 
1,000 shortest paths for destination “Rumsfeld” contain 
much more popular objects than those for the other des-
tinations do. Especially, 21.4 percent of the vertices for 
“Rumsfeld” have degree over 1,000.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION:
4.1 Data Set and Environment:

Here, in our system, we perform experiments on a Japa-
nese Wikipedia data set (20090513 snapshot). 27,380,912 
links appear in all pages. We remove pages that are not 
corresponding to objects, such as each day, month, cate-
gory, person list, and portal. Finally, we obtain 11,504,720 
remaining links.

4.2 Evaluation of Rankings:

Table 1 presents the rankings for the 10 sources. For each 
source, the ranking and the average score obtained by hu-
man subjects are written in the column “Human;” an inte-
ger 1-4 is assigned as the ranking of the destination; 
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method which reflects all the three concepts and does not 
underestimates popular objects, in order to measure rela-
tionships on Wikipedia appropriately.

3.1 Generalized Maximum Flow:

The generalized maximum flow problem is identical to 
the classical maximum flow problem except that every 
edge e has a gain ɣ(e) > 0; the value of a flow sent along 
edge e is multiplied by ɣ(e). Let f(e) ≥ 0 be the flow f on 
edge e, and µ(e)≥ 0 be the capacity of edge e. The capac-
ity constraint f(e) ≤ µ(e) must hold for every edge e. The 
goal of the problem is to send a flow emanating from the 
source vertex s into the destination vertex t to the greatest 
extent possible, subject to the capacity constraints. 
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a real number in parentheses is the score. Similarly, the 
ranking and the strength obtained by our method, GSD, 
PFIBF, the four methods of CFEC and THT, are written 
in the column “Ours,” “GSD,” “PFIBF,” “CFEC,” and 
“THT,” respectively. “k hop” written behind the name of 
a method indicates that the method measures a relation-
ship between source s and destination t on the network 
constructed using at most k hop links from s and t. Note 
that, GSD and THT use a smaller real number to represent 
a stronger relationship. 

The shadowed cells for each method emphasize the dif-
ference between the ranking obtained by human subjects 
and that obtained by the method. Fig. 6 depicts the ratio 
r@deg of vertices having degree deg within each range in 
the 1,000 shortest paths used by CFEC to measure each 
of the four relationships whose source is “Koizumi.” The 
1,000 shortest paths for destination “Rumsfeld” contain 
much more popular objects than those for the other des-
tinations do. Especially, 21.4 percent of the vertices for 
“Rumsfeld” have degree over 1,000.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION:
4.1 Data Set and Environment:

Here, in our system, we perform experiments on a Japa-
nese Wikipedia data set (20090513 snapshot). 27,380,912 
links appear in all pages. We remove pages that are not 
corresponding to objects, such as each day, month, cate-
gory, person list, and portal. Finally, we obtain 11,504,720 
remaining links.

4.2 Evaluation of Rankings:

Table 1 presents the rankings for the 10 sources. For each 
source, the ranking and the average score obtained by hu-
man subjects are written in the column “Human;” an inte-
ger 1-4 is assigned as the ranking of the destination; 
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The coefficients of GSD and PFIBF (2 hop) are fairly 
good: 0.904 and 0.901, respectively. However, GSD can-
not use three hop links by nature as explained in Section 
2. The coefficient of PFIBF (3 hop) is fairly worse than 
that of PFIBF (2 hop).Therefore, GSD and PFIBF are 
unsuitable for measuring the strength of 3-hop implicit 
relationships. The coefficient of THT is even worse than 
that of PFIBF (3 hop). Moreover, GSD, PFIBF, and THT 
were unable to mine elucidatory objects constituting an 
implicit relationship, although our method can do so. The 
coefficients of the CFEC variants are much lower than 
those of other methods, except THT. For the same variant, 
the difference between the coefficients of CFEC (2 hop) 
and CFEC (3 hop) is very small; using k = 1,000 short-
est paths performs slightly better than using k = 200. The 
variants (d1) and (dg) using doubled networks produce 
higher coefficients than the other variants. As discussed 
above, a doubled network is effective for CFEC. On the 
other hand, the variants (og) and (dg) using the gain func-
tion do not produce higher coefficients than (o1) and (d1), 
respectively. Therefore, our gain function is not effective 
for CFEC.

4.2.2 Relationships between Petroleum and 
Countries:

we obtain the rankings of the 192 countries according to 
the strengths of their relationships with “Petroleum” us-
ing each method as another experiment. It is difficult to 
find the ground truth for evaluating these rankings. How-
ever, the production and consumption of petroleum of 
each country could be helpful in estimating the rankings. 
We create a statistics-based ranking of the 192 countries 
according to the scores computed by using the statistics 
about the oil production and consumption of the coun-
tries.

Fig. 7 depicts the average Pdeg of the k1th to k1 + 99th 
shortest paths for each relationship, for k1 is 1, 101, ... 
, 901. The average Pdeg for “Rumsfeld” increases most 
rapidly along with the rising of k1 because many popular 
objects exist in these paths. Therefore, the weights of the 
paths for “Rumsfeld” become much smaller than those 
for the other destinations. Consequently, the relationship 
of “Rumsfeld” is underestimated by CFEC. We also ob-
served similar results for other relationships underesti-
mated by CFEC and PFIBF. Therefore, popular objects 
in Wikipedia cause undesirable influence on CFEC and 
PFIBF.

 

We also compute the Pearson’s correlation coefficient be-
tween the obtained strength and the score given by the 
participants. For each method, Fig. 8 depicts the average 
correlation coefficient for the 10 sources. Note that, the 
bar “GSD” and “THT” indicates the absolute value of the 
coefficient for GSD and THT, respectively. The original 
coefficient for GSD and THT are negative because they 
gives smaller value to represent a stronger relationship.

Our methods (2 hop) and (3 hop) have the best two cor-
relation coefficients: 0.953 and 0.939, respectively. 
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to the flow emanating from “Buddhism” into the “USA.” 
Buddhism originated from India, extended around Asia, 
and spread further into Europe and to the USA. The 
Northern United States in path (A) is a large geographic 
region of the USA. Many immigrants from Southeast 
Asia are living in the region, and Buddhism is their pri-
mary religion. Richard Gere in path (B) is both a famous 
American actor and a practicing Buddhist. An Institute of 
Buddhist Studies in path (C) is located in the California 
State of the USA. Path(D) exists probably because many 
immigrants from Vietnam live in Los Angeles. About 85 
percent of Vietnamese are Buddhist. Path(E) exists prob-
ably because the rate of Buddhist in Hawaii is the highest 
among all the states in the USA, and many temples exist 
there. These five paths are helpful for us to understand the 
relationship between Buddhism and the USA.

5  .CONCLUSION:

Here we did  propose a new method of measuring the 
strength of a relationship between two objects on Wiki-
pedia. With the help of a generalized maximum flow, the 
three representative concepts, distance, connectivity, and 
cocitation, can be reflected in our method. Furthermore, 
our method does not underestimate objects having high 
degrees. We have ascertained that we can obtain a fairly 
reasonable ranking according to the strength of relation-
ships by our method. Particularly, our method is the only 
choice for measuring 3-hop implicit relationships. We 
have also confirmed that elucidatory objects are helpful to 
deeply understand a relationship. Some future challenges 
remain. We are also interested in seeking possibilities of 
the elucidatory objects constituting a relationship mined 
by our method. We plan to quantitatively evaluate the 
elucidatory objects. We are developing a tool for deeply 
understanding relationships by utilizing elucidatory ob-
jects.
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